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Abstract: The nonextensive statistical ensembles are revisited for the complex systems with 
long-range interactions and long-range correlations. An approximation, the value of nonextensive 
parameter (1-q) is assumed to be very tiny, is adopted for the limit of large particle number for 
most normal systems. In this case, Tsallis entropy can be expanded as a function of energy and 
particle number fluctuation, and thus the power-law forms of the generalized Gibbs distribution 
and grand canonical distribution can be derived. These new distribution functions can be applied 
to derive the free energy and grand thermodynamic potential in nonextensive thermodynamics. In 
order to establish appropriate nonextensive thermodynamic formalism, the dual thermodynamic 
interpretations are necessary for thermodynamic relations and thermodynamic quantities. By using 
a new technique of parameter transformation, the single-particle distribution can be deduced from 
the power-law Gibbs distribution. This technique produces a link between the statistical ensemble 
and the quasi-independent system with two kinds of nonextensive parameter having quite different 
physical explanations. Furthermore, the technique is used to construct nonextensive quantum 
statistics and effectively to avoid the factorization difficulty in the power-law grand canonical 
distribution.  
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, nonextensive statistical mechanics (NSM) has been developed to deal with the 
complex systems, such as the systems with long-range interactions and long-range correlations, 
with the fractal phase space/time space, and with long-range memory effect etc. This new 
statistical theory is based on the q-entropy proposed by Tsallis in 1988 [1]. By using the maximum 
entropy principle for the q-entropy, the power-law q-distribution functions are found, which are 
equal to Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution only when the q-parameter is equal to unity. NSM has been 
widely applied to many interesting research fields in physics, astronomy, chemistry, life science 
and technology, the representative examples such as the self-gravitating systems [2-8], the 
astrophysical and space plasmas [9-12], the anomalous diffusion systems [13-15], biological and 
chemical reaction systems [16-20] and so on.  
   With the development of NSM, there have been at least four kinds of formulism so far. They 
include the original method [1], un-normalized method [21], normalized method [22], and the 
optimal Lagrange multiplier (OLM) method [23]. To avoid the self-referential problem, recently 
one generalized version of OLM method was proposed by an assumption that the Tsallis factor is 
independent of probability distribution of each microscopic configuration [24]. In the fundamental 
nonextensive thermodynamics [25-28], there have been some obstacles in establishment of 
complete nonextensive thermodynamic formalism. For example, temperature can not be naturally 
defined in the zeroth law of thermodynamics, but it can be defined in a modified manner in 
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 fundamental thermodynamic equations of the first law. And free energy is also modified by adding 
the Tsalis factor [29] so that unfamiliar thermodynamic relations are produced in nonextensive 
thermodynamics. This is not consistent with our physical intuition, where the thermodynamic laws 
come from the phenomenological observations and experiments, and they are appropriate for any 
systems, no matter whatever statistical mechanics the systems are based on. Recently, a 
temperature duality assumption was given to solve the problem of temperature definition [41,46], 
where two parallel thermodynamic equations were put forward in the first law of thermodynamics 
and therefore the dual physical interpretations were given for the thermodynamic quantities, such 
as temperature, pressure, internal energy, free energy and so on. Thus the nonextensive 
thermodynamic formalism was proposed having two parallel Legendre transformation structures. 
In nonextensive statistical ensemble theory on the complex systems, some fundamental 
works had been performed, for example, the generalized power-law Gibbs distributions based on 
the dynamical thermostatting approach [30], counting rule [31], the fractal dimension of phase 
space [32], and the order parameter in the generalized Lorentzian [33]. Recently, the nonextensive 
statistical ensemble has been restudied based on the traditional method employing the assumption 
of equiprobability [34,35], where the interactions between a system and its reservoir are 
short-range and the entropy is extensive. Therefore, more complex mechanism for the complex 
systems with long-range interactions has not been studied. And the thermodynamic treatment is 
still taken root in single definition for temperature, and therefore the applicable nonextensive 
thermodynamic formalism can hardly be established. 
In this work, based on the equiprobability assumption and the dual physical interpretations of 
thermodynamic equations and thermodynamic quantities, we study the nonextensive statistical 
ensemble approach for the complex systems with long-range interactions.  
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the micro-canonical q-distribution and basic 
nonextensive thermodynamic equations are discussed. In section 3, the Gibbs q-distribution in the 
canonical ensemble and the link of the dual internal energies in NSM are studied. In section 4, the 
grand canonical q-distribution and the link of the dual particle numbers in NSM are analyzed. In 
section 5, the single-particle q-distribution function based on a parameter transformation is 
proposed in the canonical ensemble. In section 6, the nonextensive quantum statistics on the grand 
canonical ensemble is revisited. In section 7, conclusions and discussions are given. 
2 The nonextensive canonical ensembles with equiprobability 
In complex systems, generally speaking, the ergodic assumption in the phase space is violated due 
to the long-range interactions, therefore some phase points cannot be felt by the fundamental 
dynamic process and some microstates cannot be arrived in the evolution series. However, we can 
still assume that in the confined phase space, all the available microstates or the quantum states 
have an equal opportunity to appear in the dynamic evolution processes. 
    In this situation, the q-entropy of an isolated complex system is considered as the form of 
q-logarithm,  
   
1 1ln
1
q
q qS k k q
−Ω −= Ω ≡ − ,                           (1) 
where Ω is the number of quantum states and the q-logarithm is lnqx=(x1-q-1)/(1-q). Usually, we 
introduce Tsallis factor as 
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 (1 ) 1qq
S
c q
k
≡ − + .                                   (2) 
In the case of equiprobability, it is written as 1 qqc
−= Ω .  
    In order to study the canonical ensemble in NSM, let us consider a composite isolated system 
consisting of the observed system and its reservoir. Inside the whole composite system, there 
exists long-range interactions, and between the observed system and its reservoir there are also the 
interactions. As the beginning, we first consider the composition rule of the energy level at 
different quantum states of the whole composite system. Due to the long-range interactions, there 
must be long-range correlations between different quantum states, which can be described by 
(3) (3)
(1,2) 1 2 1 1 2 2(1 ) ( )( )ij i j i q j q
q
E E E q E U E U
c
β= + − − − − ,                 (3) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent different subsystems, and the “i” and “j” represent different 
quantum states, respectively. In the composition rule (3), β is the Lagrange multiplier and U is 
internal energy or an averaged value of the energy of some given system, which will be defined 
later. The cross term in Eq. (3) explicitly shows the long-range correlations between different 
quantum states. It is obvious that there exists energy fluctuation for different quantum states in this 
cross term, which is generally defined as 
(3)
qE E UΔ = − ,                                    (4) 
where E is the energy level on some quantum state. Here the superscript “(3)” denotes the third 
choice of average definition [22] in NSM. We will show that (1-q) is inversely proportional to the 
particle number, from which it is easy to find that the value of (1-q) is very tiny when particle 
number is large enough. Furthermore, the square of energy fluctuation in Eq. (3) is ordinarily 
proportional to particle number. Therefore, in the limit of large particle number, the cross term in 
Eq. (3) is ignorable.  
Then the composite rule of the quantum states becomes additive, namely,  
(1,2) 1 2ij i jE E E= + .                                 (5) 
The above rule holds in the case of large particle number, especially in the systems having no 
phase transitions. According to this rule, the total energy E0 of the composite system can be 
written as sum of the system energy Es at quantum state s and the reservoir energy Er, 
0 s rE E E= + .                                     (6) 
When the observed system is at quantum state (or microstate) s, the possible quantum state (or 
microstate) number for the composite system is Ωr(E0-Es), which, according to the 
equal-probability principle, is proportional to the probability distribution ρs of the system at 
microstate s. So we have that 
0
0
(
( )
r
s
t
E E
E
ρ )sΩ −= Ω ,                                   (7) 
where Ωt(E0) is the total number of possible quantum states of the isolated composite system.  
    We introduce two quantities  and  to represent the internal energies of the system 
and reservoir, respectively, which are equal to the values of the most probable energies at the 
q-equilibrium state. Then according to Eq.(4), the energy fluctuations of the system and reservoir 
can be given, which are both much less than internal energies of the system and the reservoir, 
respectively. Therefore, around the most probable internal energy of reservoir, the quantity ln
(3)
qU
(3)
qrU
qΩr 
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 can be expanded as a function of the energy fluctuation of the observed system. Only taking the 
first two terms, we have that 
(3)
0
(3) (3)
0 0
ln
ln ( ) ln ( ) ( )
r q
q r
q r s q r q s q
r E E U
E E E U E U
E = −
∂ Ω⎛ ⎞Ω − = Ω − − −⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
 
(3) (3)ln ( ) ( )q r qr r s qU E Uβ= Ω − − ,                          (8) 
where the Lagrange multiplier is introduced through 
(3)
ln
= q
qU
β ∂ Ω∂ .                                   (9) 
It is interesting that the expansion in Eq. (8) does not depend on the assumption of large reservoir. 
The thermal balance condition for the canonical ensemble can be expressed as 
= r
q qc c r
ββ
.                                   (10) 
So the probability (7) can be written (see Appendix) by 
1
1(3)
(3)
1 [1 (1 ) ( )] qs s
q q
q E U
Z c q
βρ −= − − − ,                   (11) 
where the partition function is defined by 
1
1(3) (3)0
(3)
( ) [1 (1 ) ( )]
( )
qt
q s
sr qr q
EZ q
U c q
E Uβ −Ω= = − − −Ω ∑ .           (12) 
    This probability distribution function (11) is the generalized Gibbs power-law q-distribution, 
which is exactly identical to that obtained along the procedure of entropy maximization [16]. 
According to Eq. (11), Tsallis entropy of the observed system is expressed as 
1
1
q
s
qS k q
ρ −= −
∑ ,                            (13) 
from which Tsallis factor of the system is given by 
q
q
s
c sρ=∑ .                               (14) 
It can be proved that for the partition function (12), we have that 
(3) 1[ ]qs q
s
Zρ q−=∑ .                           (15) 
Furthermore, one can find that the probability independence is guaranteed in the composite rule 
(3). We introduce the definition of the internal energy formally and we employ the third choice of 
average definition [22] in NSM, namely, 
(3)
q
s s
q q
s
E
U
ρ
ρ≡
∑
∑ .                             (16) 
It can be seen that with both the two rules (3) and (4), the additivity of internal energy can be 
reserved, namely, 
(3) (3) (3)
1,2 1 2q qU U U= + q ,                            (17) 
where the subscript 1 and 2 represent the system and the reservoir respectively. According to 
Eqs.(11), (13) and (16), the fundamental thermodynamic equation can be given [36] by 
(3)
q qdU TdS PdV= − ,                           (18) 
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 where the Lagrange temperature is introduced by  
1
kT
β = ,                                 (19) 
where P is the system pressure and V is its volume. From Eq.(18) we can obtain the following 
thermodynamic relations, 
(3) (3)
   ,   
q
q
q SV
U
T P
S V
⎛ ⎞ ⎛∂ ∂= − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
qU ⎞⎟ .                    (20) 
They can also be regarded as the definition of the temperature and the pressure in nonextensive 
thermodynamics.  
    Due to the self-referential property, it is difficult to apply the q-distribution function (11) to 
realistic complex systems. So we need another form. For this purpose, we employ that 
1 1
1 1(3)
(3) (3)
1 [1 (1 ) ] [1 (1 ) ]
(1 )
q q
s q
q q q q
q U q E
Z c c q U s
β βρ β
− −= + − − − + − .         (21) 
In light of tiny value of (1-q), we have the approximation: 
1
1
1
1(3) (3)
1 [1 (1 ) ]
[1 (1 ) ]
q
q
s s
q
q q
q
q E
cZ q U
c
βρ β −−− − −+ −
 .            (22) 
Now we define a new partition function, 
1
1(3) [1 (1 ) ] qq
s q
Z q
c s
Eβ −≡ − −∑ ,                    (23) 
which [24] should satisfy  
1
1(3) (3) (3)[1 (1 ) ] qq q q
q
Z Z q U
c
β −−= + − .                    (24) 
Then the q-distribution function (11) is changed as 
1
1
(3)
1 [1 (1 ) ] qs
q q
q E
Z c s
βρ −= − − .                    (25) 
The above distribution can also be calculated on basis of the procedure of entropy maximization 
by assuming that the partial derivative of Tsallis factor to the probability distribution function of 
some configuration is zero [24].  
    Furthermore, from Eq. (23) and in view of Eq. (15), one can directly obtain that 
(3) 1 (3) 1 (3) (3) 1 (3)[ ] (1 ) [ ] [ ] (1 )q q qq q q q q q
q
c Z q Z U Z q U
c
β β− − −= + − ≈ + − .        (26) 
The above result could be exactly calculated on basis of the modified distribution (25) together 
with the definition (16). Then the free energy in the representation (16) is defined as 
(3) (3) (3)lnq q q q qF U TS kT Z≡ − = − ,                      (27) 
On the basis of Eq. (25), we have the following statistical expression of internal energy [24], 
(3) (3)lnqU β q qZ
∂= − ∂ .                           (28) 
In next section, we shall study the grand canonical ensemble in the nonextensive statistics based 
on the assumption of equiprobability. 
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3 The nonextensive grand canonical ensembles with equiprobability 
For the grand canonical ensemble, there are energy and particles exchange between the system and 
its reservoir. Similarly, we also consider an isolated composite system, consisting of the observed 
system and the reservoir. For the composite system with long-range interactions, the composition 
rules of energy level and particle numbers at different microstates are, respectively, 
(1,2) (1,2) 1 1 2 2ij ij i i j jN E N E N Eα β α β α β+ = + + +  
(3) (3) (3) (3)
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
(1 ) [ ( ) ( )][ ( ) ( )i i q j j
q
q N N E U N N E U
c
α β α β−− − + − − + − ]q ,      (29) 
where (3)N is the average particle number based on the third choice of average definition [22], the 
subscript 1 and 2 denote different subsystems, and the subscripts “i” and “j” represent different 
microstates. The quantities α and β are the Lagrange multipliers which will be defined later.  
    Similarly, we can confirm that for an open system, the parameter (1-q) is inversely 
proportional to the averaged particle number. On the other hand, either the square of energy 
fluctuation or particle number fluctuation, or the product of energy fluctuation and particle number 
fluctuation in Eq. (29), is proportional to the averaged particle number. This means that in the 
limit of large particle number, the cross term of Eq. (29) can be ignored. Therefore, we now adopt 
the following additive rules,  
(1,2) (1,2) 1 1 2 2ij ij i i j jN E N E N Eα β α β α β+ = + + + .             (30) 
Now that the Lagrange multipliers are indefinite, we generally have 
(1,2) 1 2ij i jE E E= + ,  (1,2) 1 2ij i jN N N= + .               (31) 
The above rules hold for the complex systems without any phase transition. According to Eq. (31), 
the total energy E0 of the composite system can be written as the sum of the system energy Es at 
the microstate s and the reservoir energy Er. And meanwhile, the total particle number of the 
composite system N0 is sum of the particle number of the observed system Ns and the reservoir Nr. 
That is, 
0 s rE E E= + ,   0 s rN N N= + .                     (32) 
According to the equal probability principle, the probability distribution of the system with 
energy Es and particle number Ns is proportional to state number of the reservoir with energy Er 
and particle number Nr, i.e., 
0 0
0 0
( ,
( , )
r s
Ns
t
)E E N N
E N
ρ Ω − −= Ω .                       (33) 
Accordingly, we can define the particle number fluctuation and the energy fluctuation of the 
observed system by 
(3)
sN N NΔ = − ,  (3)s qE E UΔ = − .                   (34) 
At the q-equilibrium state, the energy fluctuation and particle fluctuation are both very small 
relatively to the most probable energies and particle numbers of the observed system and reservoir. 
Therefore, the quantity lnqΩr can be regarded as a function of the particle number fluctuation and 
the energy fluctuation of the observed system and can be expanded. Only taking the first three 
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 terms, we have that 
         
(3) (3)
0 0
(3) (3) (3) (3)
0 0
ln ( , )
ln ln
ln ( , ) ( ) ( )
r r r qr
q r s s
q r q r
q r q s s q
r rN N E U
N N E E
N N E U N N E U
N E= =
Ω − −
∂ Ω ∂ Ω⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= Ω − − − − − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
     
(3) (3)ln ( , )q r r qr r s r sN U N Eα β= Ω − − ,                                     (35) 
where the Lagrange multipliers are defined as 
(3) (3)    
ln ln
  ,q
qN U
α β∂ Ω ∂ Ω= =∂ ∂
q .                           (36) 
The balance condition for the grand canonical ensemble can be expressed as 
      ,r
q qr q qc c c c
r
r
β αβ α= = .                              (37) 
Then the grand ensemble probability q-distribution can be derived by 
1
1(3) (3)
(3)
1 [1 (1 )[ ( ) ( )]] qNs s s q
q q q
q N N E U
c c
α βρ −= − − − + −Ξ  
( 3) ( 3)[ ( ) ( )]
(3)
1 s sq qN N E Uc c
q
q
e
α β− − + −≡ Ξ
q
,                          (38) 
where the grand partition function is defined by 
( 3 ) ( 3 )[ ( ) ( )]
(3) 0 0
(3) (3)
0
( , )
( , )
s s
q q
N N E U
c ct
q q
N sr r qr
E N e
N U
α β∞ − − + −
=
ΩΞ = =Ω ∑ ∑
q
.             (39) 
    On the basis of the distribution (38), Tsallis entropy is expressed as 
0
1
1
q
Ns
N s
qS k q
ρ∞
=
−
= −
∑∑
,                              (40) 
and the Tsallis factor is given by 
(3) 1
0
[ ]qq Ns q
N s
c ρ∞ q−
=
= = Ξ∑∑ .                           (41) 
It is obvious that the grand canonical q-distribution (38) satisfies the probability independence 
based on the composite rule (29). Now definitions of the internal energy and the average particle 
number can be given by 
(3) (3)0 0
0 0
,   
q q
Ns s Ns s
N s N s
q
q q
Ns Ns
N s N s
E N
U N
ρ ρ
ρ ρ
∞ ∞
= =
∞ ∞
= =
= =
∑∑ ∑∑
∑∑ ∑∑
.                  (42) 
Then from (29) or (31), we have the following additive relations, 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
1,2 1 2 1,2 1 2 ,     q q qU U U N N N= + = + ,                      (43) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the system and the reservoir, respectively. 
    Now we deduce the fundamental thermodynamic equation in the grand canonical ensemble in 
the representation of Eq. (42). Firstly, let us introduce the following Lagrange relations, 
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       1 ,
kT kT
μβ α μβ= = − = − ,                          (44) 
where μ is the chemical potential of the system. According to Eq. (42), one has [36] that  
1 (3)
(3) 0
( )q q
0
Ns s q Ns Ns
N s N s
q
q q
q E U d
dU
c c
ρ ρ∞ ∞−
=
−
= +
∑∑ ∑∑ sdEρ
= ,            (45) 
1 (3)
(3) 0
( )q q
0
Ns s Ns Ns
N s N s
q q
q N N d
dN
c c
ρ ρ∞ ∞−
=
−
= +
∑∑ ∑∑ sdNρ
= .            (46) 
Combining Eqs. (45) and (46) with the chemical potential, one gets 
(3) (3) 1 1 (3) (3)
0
( ) ( )qq Ns q s q s
N s
dU dN q c E U N N d Nsμ ρ μ
∞ − −
=
⎡ ⎤− = − − −⎣ ⎦∑∑ ρ
)sN−
 
1
0
 (qq Ns s
N s
c d Eρ μ∞−
=
+ ∑∑ .                         (47) 
On the right-hand side of the above equation, the first term is heat absorbed by the system from 
the reservoir, namely, 
(3) 1 1 (3) (3)
0
( ) ( )qNs q s q s Ns
N s
dQ q c E U N N dρ μ∞ − −
=
⎡ ⎤= − − −⎣ ⎦∑∑ ρ .        (48) 
Based on the grand canonical q-distribution (38), one can derive that 
1 1 (3) (3)
0
( ) ( )qNs q s q s Ns
N s
q c E U N N dρ μ ρ∞ − −
=
⎡ ⎤− − −⎣ ⎦∑∑  
(3) (3)
1
0
( ) ( )
= [1 (1 ) ]
1
q s q s
Ns
N s q
qkTc E U N N
q d
q c kT
μ ρ∞ −
=
− − −− −− ∑∑ .        (49) 
On the other hand, in light of Eqs.(38) and (40), we have 
(3) (3)
1
0
( ) ( )
= [1 (1 ) ]
1
q s q s
q Ns
N s q
qkc E U N N
dS q d
q kc T
μ ρ∞ −
=
− − −− −− ∑∑ .        (50) 
Therefore, there is the relation, 
(3)
qdQ TdS= .                                (51) 
Furthermore, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (47) is the work done by the reservoir 
on the system in the grand canonical ensemble, namely, 
(3) 0
( )qNs s s
N s
q
d E N
dW PdV
c
ρ μ∞
=
−
=
∑∑
= − .                (52) 
Substituting Eqs.(51) and (52) into Eq. (47), we immediately obtain 
(3) (3)
q qdU TdS PdV dNμ= − + .                          (53) 
From Eq. (53), we find the following relations: 
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 (3)(3)
(3) (3) (3)
(3)
, ,,
        ,  ,
q q
q q
q S N S VV N
U U
T P
S V
μ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂= − = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
qU
N
∂
∂ .        (54) 
   Again, due to the self-referential property, it is difficult for the grand canonical q-distribution 
(38) to be applied to realistic complex systems. Now we make the modification, 
1 1
1 1
(3) (3)
(3) (3) (3)
1 [1 (1 ) ] [1 (1 ) ]
(1 )( )
q qq s s
Ns
q q q
N U N Eq q
c c q N
α β α βρ α β qU
− −+ += + − − −Ξ + − +  
1
1
1
1
(3) (3)
(3)
1 [1 (1 ) ]
[1 (1 ) ]
q
q
s s
q q
q
q
E Nq
U N kc T
q
kc T
μ
μ
−
−−
−≈ − −−Ξ + −
,                    (55) 
where the Lagrange relations (44) have been considered. We define new grand partition function:  
1
1(3)
0
[1 (1 ) ] qs sq
N s q
E Nq
kc T
μ −∞
=
−Ξ ≡ − −∑∑ .                   (56) 
Then the q-distribution (38) becomes 
1
1
(3)
1 [1 (1 ) ] qs sNs
q q
E Nq
kc T
μρ −−= − −Ξ .                     (57) 
This q-distribution function can also be deduced in the maximization entropy procedure by use of 
the assumption that Tsallis factor is irrelevant to the q-distribution function itself [24].  
The new grand partition function in Eq. (57) should satisfy 
1
1
(3) (3)
(3) (3)[1 (1 ) ] qqq q
q
U N
q
kc T
μ −−−Ξ = Ξ + − .                   (58) 
Based on Eq. (41), we have the following approximate relation, 
(3) (3)
(3) 1[ ] (1 ) qqq q
U N
c q
kT
μ− −Ξ + − .                   (59) 
The above relation can also exactly be calculated through Eqs. (42), (56) and (57). Then the free 
energy in the grand canonical ensemble in the representation of Eq. (42) is 
(3) (3) (3) (3)lnq q q q qF U TS kT Nμ≡ − = − Ξ + .                 (60) 
Based on Eqs.(42) and (57), we have the following statistical expressions, 
(3) (3) (3) (3)      ln , lnq q q qU Nβ α q
∂ ∂= − Ξ = − Ξ∂ ∂ .               (61) 
In the representation of Eq. (42), we can furthermore define enthalpy, Gibbs function and grand 
thermodynamic potential, respectively, as 
(3) (3)
q qH U P= + V
V
,                                    (62) 
(3) (3)
q q qG U TS P= − + ,                               (63) 
(3) (3) (3) (3)lnq q qJ F N kTμ= − = − Ξq .                      (64) 
In next section, we study the nonextensive thermodynamics with the dual physical interpretations 
of thermodynamic quantities and relations.  
 
4 The nonextensive thermodynamic formalism with dual interpretations 
Now let us establish the thermodynamic formalism, in which the dual physical interpretations of 
thermodynamic quantities and corresponding thermodynamic relations are taken into account. 
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 Without loss of the generality, we perform the study on the basis of the results deduced in the 
grand canonical ensemble. 
   We firstly introduce the nonextensive relation of Tsallis entropy,  
1,2 1 2 1 2
1
q q q q
qS S S S S
k q
−= + + ,                     (65) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the observed system and the reservoir. In view of the Tsallis 
factor (41), the variation of Eq. (65) is 
1,2 2 1 1 2q q q qS c S c Sqδ δ δ= + .                       (66) 
According to Eq. (42), variations of the internal energy and average particle number are 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
1,2 1 2 1,2 1 2   ,   q q qU U U N N Nδ δ δ δ δδ= + = + .           (67) 
We assume the variation of volume [37] satisfies 
1,2 2 1 1 2q qV c V c Vδ δ δ= + .                        (68) 
When an isolated composite system arrives at the “q-equilibrium” state (statistical equilibrium), 
there should be 
(3) (3)
1,1,2 12 1 ,2,2 q q N VUS δδ δ= = 0δ= = .                (69) 
By use the thermodynamic equation (53), one finds 
(3) (3)
1 1 2
(3) (3)
1 1 1 2 2
1,2 2 1
2
2
1
2q q
q q q
V V
S c c
T
U P N U N
T
Pδ μ δ δδ μδ δδ − −= ++ +  
(3) (3)1 22 1 2 1 1 2
2 1
1
1
2 1
1
2 1 2
( ) ( ) ( )q q q qqq
P Pc c c cc V
T T T T
N
T
U
T
0
μ μδδ δ= − + − − =− .             (70) 
Now that the variations in Eq. (70) are indefinite, the balance conditions can be expressed as 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2        ,  ,q q q qc T c T c P c P μ μ= = =
c P
.                   (71) 
However, it is very strange that the thermal balance condition is marked by product of the 
temperature as inverse of the Lagrange multiplier and Tsallis factor. It is also strange for the 
mechanical balance condition. This situation is derived from such a fact that most of realistic 
complex systems, such as plasmas and gravitational systems, are ordinarily at nonequilibrium 
steady state. Therefore, if we admit the physical realities of T and P in Eq. (71), we cannot define 
an appropriate and universal temperature and pressure which mark the “local” balance, so that the 
Tsallis factor related to the whole (global) system appears in the definitions. On the other hand, if 
we regard the products in Eq. (71) as a single concept, we should introduce the following new 
symbols, namely, 
     ,q q q qc T PT = = .                           (72) 
As the single concept to identify the q-equilibrium state, the two concepts, on left sides of equal 
signs of Eq. (72), should be endowed with physical realities, yet causing at least two consequences. 
The first one is that the physical realities of T and P would be cancelled meanwhile. The second 
one is that such concepts defined in Eq. (72) cannot be applicable, now that most of realistic 
systems are in nonequilibrium states.  
This conflict had troubled people for many years as an obstacle to establish a complete 
thermodynamic formalism. To resolve this problem, the only choice seems to be that we must 
simultaneously admit the physical realities of the quantities appearing in the definitions (72). That 
is, we must endow dual physical interpretations with the temperature, pressure and even other 
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 thermodynamic quantities and thermodynamic relations.  
    To simultaneously define two sets of parallel quantities in a theoretic formalism, we must put 
them on different but interrelated physical foundations. For this aim, let us introduce new 
definitions of the internal energy and average particle number, which employ the second choice of 
average definition [22] in NSM, namely, 
(2) (2)
0 0
,    qq Ns s
N s N s
U E Nρ∞ ∞
= =
′= =∑∑ ∑∑ qNs sNρ′ .               (73) 
The underlying grand q-distribution function in Eq. (73) should be 
1
1
(2)
1 [1 (1 )( )] qNs s s
q
q N Eρ α β −′ ′= − − +Ξ ′  ,                 (74) 
where the grand partition function is defined as 
1
1(2)
0
[1 (1 )( )] qq
N s
q N Eα βs s −
∞
=
′ ′Ξ ≡ − − +∑∑ .               (75)                 
The q-distribution function (74) could be easily deduced by use of the maximization entropy 
procedure with the constraints (73) and the normalization condition. In the statistical ensemble, 
this q-distribution function in Eq. (74) is an assumption for the moment.  
    The composition rule for microstates of the system is temporally assumed to be 
(1,2) (1,2)ij ijN Eα β′ ′+  
1 1 2 2 1 1 2(1 )[ ][ ]i i j j i i jN E N E q N E N E 2jα β α β α β α β′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= + + + − − + + ,      (76) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 still denote the different subsystems, and the “i” and “j” represent 
different microstates respectively. In above rule (76), the generalized Lagrange multipliers have 
been introduced. It can be verified that the rule (76) assures the probability independence in the 
reference of distribution (74). Furthermore, one can find that in view of the rule (76), the internal 
energy and the average particle number in Eq.(73) satisfy 
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
1,2 1,2 2 1 1 1 2 2( ) ( )q qN U c N U c N Uα β α β α β′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ = + + +  
(2) (2) (2) (2)
1 1 2(1 )( )( )q N U N Uα β α β′ ′ ′ ′− − + + 2 .                 (77) 
The above result shows the nonadditive characters of the internal energy and average particle 
number in Eq. (73).  
    Now let us construct the fundamental thermodynamic equation in representation of Eq. (73). 
As the start, we introduce the following generalized Lagrange relations, 
      1 ,
q qkT kT
μβ α μβ′ ′ ′= = − = −′ ′ ,                         (78) 
where the chemical potential is identical to that in Eq. (44). According to Eq. (73), one gets 
(2) 1
0 0
q
q Ns s Ns N
N s N s
dU q E d dEρ ρ ρ∞ ∞−
= =
′ ′ ′= +∑∑ ∑∑ qs s ,            (79) 
(2) 1
0 0
q
Ns s Ns Ns s
N s N s
dN q N d dNρ ρ ρ∞ ∞−
= =
′ ′ ′= +∑∑ ∑∑ q .            (80) 
Combining Eqs. (79) and (80) with the chemical potential, one gets 
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 (2) (2) 1
0 0
( ) (q qq Ns s s Ns Ns
N s N s
dU dN q E N d d E Nμ ρ μ ρ ρ∞ ∞−
= =
′ ′ ′− = − + −∑∑ ∑∑ )s sμ .      (81) 
Similarly, the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is heat absorbed by the 
system from the reservoir,  
(2) 1
0
( )qNs s s Ns
N s
dQ q E N dρ μ ρ∞ −
=
′ ′= −∑∑   
(2) 1
1
0
[ ]
= [1 (1 )
1
q
q q s s
Ns
N s q
qkT E Nq
q kT
μ ] dρ
− ∞ −
=
′ Ξ − ′− − ′− ∑∑ .           (82) 
On the other hand, in light of Eqs.(74) and (75), Tsallis entropy satisfies 
(2) 1
1
0
[ ]
= [1 (1 )
1
q
q s s
q N
N s q
qk E NdS q d
q kT
μ ] sρ
− ∞ −
=
Ξ − ′− − ′− ∑∑ .             (83) 
Therefore, there is 
(2)
q qdQ T dS′= .                                 (84) 
Furthermore, the second term on the right side of Eq.(81) is the work done by the reservoir, 
namely, 
(2)
0
( )qNs s s q
N s
dW d E N P dVρ μ∞
=
′ ′= − =∑∑ − .                (85) 
Substituting Eqs. (84) and (85) into Eq. (81), we immediately have, 
(2) (2)
q q q qdU T dS P dV dNμ′ ′= − + .                     (86) 
From Eq. (86), the following relations can be found, 
( 2)( 2)
(2) (2) (2)
,
2
,
( )
,
,           ,    
q q
q q
q q
q S SV NN
U U U
T P
S NV
μ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂′ ′= − = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
q
V
.        (87) 
In order to define appropriate physical quantities which can perfectly characterize the balance 
conditions, let us consider variation of Eq. (77), which would lead to, 
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
1,2 1,2 2 1 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) (q qN U c N U c N Uδ α β δ α β δ α β′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ = + + + ) .       (88) 
Consider the indefiniteness of the generalized Lagrange multipliers, we further have 
(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
1,2 2 1 1 2 1,2 2 1 1 2   ,   q q q qN c N c N U c U c Uδ δ δ δ δ δ= + = + .            (89) 
Then, in view of Eqs. (66), (68), (86) and (89), the q-equilibrium state should obey, 
(2) (2) (2) (2)
1 1 1 2 21 1 2 2
1,2 2
2
1
1 2
q q
q q
q
q
q
q
qV VS c c
T
U P N N
T
U Pδ μ δδ δ δδ μδ − −′ ′+ += +′ ′  
1 2
2 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
1
1
2(2) (2)
1 1
2
1( ) ( ) ( )1 0qq q q
q
q q q q q q
q
P P
Uc c V c
T T T T T T
Nμ μδδ δ′ ′= − + − −′ ′ ′ ′ ′ − =′ .       (90) 
Now that the variations in Eq. (90) are indefinite, the balance conditions can be expressed as 
1 2 1 2 1,      ,   q q q qT T P P 2μ μ′ ′ ′ ′= = = .                      (91) 
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 We can see that the balance conditions are concise in mathematical forms. Besides, it is reasonable 
to assume that the balances conditions (71) and (91) describe the same q-equilibrium state. So, we 
have that 
1 2    ,  q q q q q qT T c T P P c P′ ′= = = = .                      (92) 
The first expression in Eq.(92) is the temperature duality [29], which simultaneously confirms the 
physical realities of the temperature T defined in Eq.(54) and the temperature Tq defined in Eq. 
(87). In order to distinguish them, we call the former one Lagrange temperature, and call the latter 
one physical temperature, which is firstly proposed by Abe in [25]. Accordingly, we call the 
pressure in Eq. (54) Lagrange pressure, and call the pressure in Eq. (87) physical pressure. In one 
word, the quantities defined in the representation (42) are called the Lagrange ones and the 
thermodynamic quantities defined in the representation (73) are called the physical ones.  
    Based on Eq. (92), we introduce the following relations 
(2) (3)     ,  ,   q
q qc c
q
α βα β′ ′= = Ξ = Ξ ,                    (93) 
according to Eq. (93), the grand canonical q-distribution function (74) is completely identical to 
that in Eq.(57). Also according to the relations in Eq.(93), the composition rule (76) can be 
directly derived from the rule (29) by simply setting the internal energy and average particle 
number to be zeros. On the other hand, in view of Eq.(92), from Eqs.(51) and (84) one can obtain 
that 
(2) (3)
qdQ c dQ= .                           (94) 
Besides, from Eqs.(52) and (85) one can get that 
(2) (3)
qdW c dW= .                           (95) 
Then we have 
(2) (2) (3)(q q qdU dN c dU dNμ− = − (3) )μ .                  (96) 
Now that the chemical potential is indefinite, one has 
(2) (3) (2) (3)   ,  q q q qdU c dU dN c dN= = .                  (97) 
Furthermore, based on Eqs.(42) and (73), we get the links, 
(2) (3) (2) (3),    q q q qU c U N c N= = .                     (98) 
Therefore, in view of Eq.(93) and from Eq.(59) we can directly obtain 
(2) (2)
(2) 1[ ] (1 ) qqq q
q
U N
c q
kT
μ− −= Ξ + − ,                   (99) 
which can also be calculated through Eqs.(73) and (74). And the following statistical expressions 
are easily obtained, 
(2) (2) (2) (2)   ln , l n  q q qU Nβ α q q
∂ ∂= − Ξ = − Ξ′ ′∂ ∂ .           (100) 
Then the physical free energy is defined as 
(2) (2) (2) (2)lnq q q q q q qF U T S kT Nμ= − = − Ξ + .                (101) 
It is easy to find that 
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 (2) (3)
q q qF c F= .                             (102) 
In the representation of Eq. (73), we can further define the physical enthalpy, physical Gibbs 
function and the physical grand thermodynamic potential, respectively, in the nonextensive 
thermodymamics, 
(2) (2) (3)
q q q qH U PV c H= + = q
q
,                            (103) 
(2) (2) (3)
q q q q q qG U T S PV c G= − + = ,                       (104) 
(2) (2) (2) (2) (3)lnq q q q q qJ F N kT c Jμ= − = − Ξ = q
rG G
.              (105) 
Then, a series of thermodynamic relations can be obtained through standard methods [29]. 
    In summary, in this section we construct the nonextensive thermodynamic formalism in 
realm of the grand canonical ensemble, which consists of two sets of parallel Legendre 
transformation structures. One is the physical set and the other is the Lagrange set. They are linked 
through the Tsallis factor. One key question here is : what are the differences between them? 
   To answer this question, we should realize that the Lagrange internal energy (L-energy) is 
additive, while the physical internal energy (P-energy) is nonadditive. This inspires us to confirm 
that the L-energy can be regarded as sum of molecular kinetic energies and the short-range 
potential energies, and the P-energy should be thought as sum of all kinds of energies such as 
kinetic energies, long-rang and short-range potential energies, and even the radiation energies. 
Due to that the thermometer cannot feel long-range potential energy, the physical temperature 
related to P-energy is unable to measure in an experiment, while the Lagrange temperature 
associated with L-energy is able to measure experimentally. 
Therefore, the Lagrange temperature is identical to the temperature defined in the traditional 
thermodynamics, to some extent. The Lagrange heat related to Lagrange temperature is measured 
in a local Maxiweillian equilibrium. The Lagrange work can be explained in the same sense; then 
the Lagrange pressure is also measured in the local Maxiweillian equilibrium sense. In contrast to 
this, the physical heat includes the radiation heat and the physical work related to the variation of 
system configuration. They are both unable to measure directly.  
The Lagrange average particle number (L-number) only includes the noncreative particles 
inside the system, and the physical average particle number (P-number) includes the creative 
particles and the those taking part in the interactions between the system and the reservoir.  
In one word, the quantities in Lagrange set of Legendre transform formalism are related to the 
local physical processes and therefore are easy to measure. The quantities in the physical set are 
mainly related to the nonlocal physical processes, so they are uneasy to measure. However, the 
quantities in the physical set can be obtained through those in the Lagrange set, provided the 
Tsallis factor is given.  
5 The single-particle q-distribution in the canonical ensemble 
Boltzmann statistics has a single-particle distribution function, whose normalization is made in the 
6-dimension phase space, where the volume element is written as .  Now let us 
deduce the nonextensive version of the Boltzmann single-particle distribution function in the 
realm of canonical ensemble. In this section, we employ the canonical q-distribution function (25). 
3 3d d vdτ =
   For a closed system at quantum state s, its energy can be explained as sum of all the 
single-particle energies, that is, 
1
N
s ii
E ε== ∑ . Now that the energy distributions for the single 
particles are identical, we can directly assume that Es=Nε1. According to this assumption, the 
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 canonical partition function can be expressed as 
1
1
1 1[1 (1 ) ]
q
q NZ q N d dβ ε τ τ−′= − − ⋅⋅⋅∫ .                   (106) 
In order to obtain the single-particle q-distribution function, we introduce the following parameter 
transformation, 
(1 ) 1q N ν− = − ,                           (107) 
where a new nonextensive parameter ν is given. In fact, this transformation constructs a link 
between statistical ensemble and molecular dynamic system, and endows different physical senses 
to these two types of parameters. Their values would be evaluated later. In light of the parameter 
transformation (107), one can easily find that 
1
1 1[1 (1 ) ]
N
q NZ d d
νν β ε τ τ−′= − − ⋅⋅⋅∫  
1
1
1 1
1
[1 (1 ) ]
N
1
N
i
d Zν νν β ε τ−
=
′= − − =∏∫ ,                 (108) 
where the single-particle partition function is defined as 
1
1
1 [1 (1 ) ]1 1Z d
ν
ν ν β ε τ−′= − −∫ .                      (109) 
Then the single-particle ν-distribution function is 
1
1
1
1
1 [1 (1 ) ]f
Z
ν
ν
ν β ε −′= − − ,                         (110) 
and the canonical q-distribution function can be written as the N power of the ν-distribution, 
1
1
1
1 [1 (1 ) ]
N N
s N fZ
ν
ν
ρ ν β ε −′= − − = .                     (111) 
The single-particle Tsallis factor can be given as 
1
1
1
1 [1 (1 ) ]c f d d
Z
νννν ν
ν
1τ ν β ε τ−′= = − −∫ ∫ ,                 (112) 
from which it is easily found that 
     
1
1
1
1 1
1 11
1
1 [1 (1 ) ]
1 [1 (1 ) ]
q
q
N
q
q s q
q
NN
c q N
Z
d d
Z
νν
ν
ν
Nd dρ β ε τ τ
ν β ε τ τ
−
− +−
− +
′= = − − ⋅⋅⋅
′= − − ⋅⋅⋅
∑ ∫
∫
 
1
1 1
1
1 [1 (1 ) ] d c
Z
νν νν
ν
ν β ε τ−′= − − =∫ .                        (113) 
That is, the Tsallis factor of the system is identical to the single-particle Tsallis factor.  
    The L-energy of the system is given by 
1
1
1 1 1(3)
1 1
[1 (1 ) ]
[1 (1 ) ]
q
q
q
q
q
Ns s
q q
s N
q N d dE
U N
q N d d
ε β ε τ τρ
ρ β ε τ τ
−
−
′− − ⋅⋅⋅= =
′− − ⋅⋅⋅
∑ ∫
∑ ∫
 
1
1
1 1 1 1
11 1
[1 (1 ) ]
[1 (1 ) ]
d f
N 1
d
N
f dd
νν
νν
ν
ν
ε ν β ε τ ε τ
τν β ε τ
−
−
′− −= =′− −
∫ ∫
∫∫ .                 (114) 
In the L-set of thermodynamic formalism, if we define the single-particle averaged energy as 
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 (3)
(3) qU
N
ε = ,                                (115) 
we see that 
1
(3) 1ln
1
f d ZZ
f d
ν ν
ν
ν νν
ε τε β β ντ
− −∂ ∂= = − ≡ −∂ ∂
∫
∫ − ,              (116) 
where the subscript 1 has been omitted. It is apparent that the above calculation method for the 
single-particle averaged energy has been applied popularly [36]. 
    Similarly, the P-energy of the system is given by 
1
1
1
(2)
1 1 1
1 1 11
1
[1 (1 ) ]
      [1 (1 ) ]
q
q
N
q
q s s q
q
NN
NU E q N d
Z
N d d
Z
νν
ν
ν
Ndρ ε β ε τ τ
ε ν β ε τ τ
−
− +−
− +
′= = − − ⋅⋅⋅
′= − − ⋅⋅⋅
∑ ∫
∫
 
1
1 1 1 1
1
[1 (1 ) ]N d N f d
Z
νν ν
ν
ν
1ε ν β ε τ ε τ−′= − − =∫ ∫ .                (117) 
We can also define the single-particle q-averaged energy as, in the P-set of formalism, 
(2)
(2) qU
N
ε = .                                 (118) 
Then one has 
(2) (2) (3)ln ,   f d Z cν ν ν νε ε τ ε εβ
∂= = − =′∂∫ .              (119) 
Considering the single-particle distribution function (110), and in view of Eqs. (107) and (111), 
the q-entropy of the canonical ensemble becomes 
1
1 1 1 11 1
1 1
qN N
N N
q
f d d f d d
S Nk Nk
ντ τ τ τ
ν ν
− +⋅⋅⋅ − ⋅⋅⋅ −= =− −
∫ ∫  
1 1 1
1
f d
Nk NS
ν
ν
τ
ν
−= −
∫ = ,                                   (120) 
where the single particle ν-entropy is defined as 
1
1
f d
S k
ν
ν
τ
ν
−≡ −
∫ .                              (121) 
    In the kinetics, the normalization of the single-particle distribution function is actually equal 
to the particle number, so we modify the distribution, omitting the subscript, as 
1
1[1 (1 ) ]Nf
Z kT
ν
ν ν
εν −= − − ,                         (122) 
where Tν is the physical temperature, ao that Eq.(113) holds. The function (122) is still not the 
familiar mathematical expression in the nonextensive kinetics [39], in which the temperature 
should be explained as the Lagrange temperature T. In order to explain this, let us apply Eq.(122) 
to a self-gravitating gaseous system, where the physical temperature is equivalent to the concept 
of the gravitational temperature Tg, given [40] by 
0(1 ) ( )gkT kT mν ϕ ϕ= + − − ,                         (123) 
where φ is the gravitational potential. The gravitational temperature should be constant in a whole 
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 self-gravitating system for the q-equilibrium state. Meanwhile, the particle energy in Eq.(122) is 
explained as 
2
0
1 (
2
mv m )ε ϕ ϕ= + − .                           (124) 
Substituting Eqs.(123) and (124) into Eq.(122), we can find that 
1
1
21
0 2( )[1 (1 ) ] [1 (1 ) ]mvmNf
Z kT
1
1
kT
ν ν
ν ν
ϕ ϕν ν− −−= − − − − ,                (125) 
which now is familiar to us in Refs.[5, 39-41].  
    Now let us evaluate the values of these two types of nonextensive parameters in Eq.(107). As 
everyone knows, the nonextensivity for a nonextensive system is measured by the value of the 
parameter (1-q). According to Eq.(107), the value of (1-q) can be determined by the particle 
number and the value of new parameter (1-ν). In order to evaluate the new parameter, let us 
consider some abnormal states of the nonextensive systems. For instance, in the critical state of 
gas-liquid phase, there are 
2
20,   0
T T
P P
V V
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ = =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
.                           (126) 
On the other hand, the L-pressure for the nonextensive ideal gas [29] is 
1 q
qPV NkTZ
−= ,                                  (127) 
with the partition function, 
3
2( , ) ( ) NNqZ a N q V kT= q ,                          (128) 
where the quantity a(N, q) has a certain expression [25, 29]. It can be found that 
1
2 [ (1 ) 1] 0
q
q
T
NkTZP N q
V V
−∂⎛ ⎞ = − − =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠ ,                   (129) 
and 
12
2 3 [ (1 ) 1][ (1 ) 2] 0
q
q
T
NkTZP N q N q
V V
−⎛ ⎞∂ = − − − − =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
,           (130) 
from which we obtain 
(1 ) 1 1N q ν− = − = .                           (131) 
According to this result, now that the value of (1-ν) is fixed, we conclude that in this case the 
value of (1-q) is inversely proportional to particle number of system. Furthermore, in gaseous 
self-gravitating systems, where the long-range interactions can be thought as the manifestation of 
some kind of “phase transition”, the typical value of (1-ν) is approximately 0.3 [42]. Therefore, in 
the gaseous self-gravitating systems, the value of (1-q) is also inversely proportional to the particle 
number. Through the pure ensemble discussion [43], one can obtain the relation similar to 
Eq.(131), showing that the value of (1-q) is limited by the particle number of system.  
  However, what should be emphasized here is that expression (131) holds only in the case of 
gas-liquid phase transition. In normal cases for nonextensive systems, the value of (1-ν) could be 
much less than unity. For instance, only with such an approximation, (1-ν)→+0, the calculated 
result of the second viral coefficient of a nonextensive gas fits very well the experimental curve 
[44]. Therefore, we can confirm that in normal systems the value of N(1-q) is small, indicating 
that in limit of large particle number, value of the parameter (1-q) is very tiny, leading to those 
approximations of Eqs.(22) and (55). 
6 The nonextensive quantum statistics with the parameter transformation 
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 By using the Green function method [45], the nonextensive quantum statistical formulae can be 
exactly calculated for Bosons and Fermions. However, the mathematical forms are complicated 
and their applications to realistic systems are difficult. In the dilute gas approximation [44,45], the 
expressions for the nonextensive quantum statistics seem simple and familiar, yet it is limited also 
in its applications now that this approximation only holds in high temperature case. In this section, 
we use the parameter transformation to study the nonextensive quantum statistics, in which the 
obtained expressions are similar to those using the dilute gas approximation, yet with more wide 
applicability. We employ the grand q-distribution function (57) or (74) here.  
    Firstly, let us consider a system consisting of one kind of particles, whose energy level is 
marked by εl (l=1,2,...). Assuming all the energy levels are non-degenerate, the particle number 
and energy can be written as 
,   l
l l
N a E l laε= =∑ ∑ ,                          (132) 
where {al} denote the particle distribution of the considered system on each energy level l. In the 
grand canonical ensemble, the distribution {al} is indefinite; so we must consider all the 
possibilities in the grand canonical sum. This means the grand partition function to be 
1
1
{ }
[1 (1 ) ( ) ] q
l
q
a l
q α β ε l la −′ ′Ξ = − − +∑ ∑ .                    (133) 
Now that the distribution {al} is not uniform on each energy level, it is difficult to propose the 
parameter transformation like Eq.(107); however, we can let 
11
11[1 (1 ) ( ) ] [1 (1 )( ) ]q ll l l l l
l l
q a a να β ε ν α β ε −−′ ′ ′ ′− − + = − − +∑ ∏   
1[1 (1 )( ) ]
Nl
l
l l al
νν α β ε −′ ′≈ − − + ,            (134) 
where the following parameter transformation is employed, 
(1 ) 1lq N lν− = − ,                            (135) 
where the quantity Nl is an effective number related to the possible number of energy level for 
given particle number distribution. The nonextensive parameter νl is related to one given energy 
level. In view of Eq.(134), the grand partition function (133) becomes 
1
1[1 (1 )( ) ] l
l
N
q l l l
al l
a νν α β ε −′ ′Ξ = − − + ≡ Ξ ≈ Ξ∑∏ ∏ ll l ,         (136) 
where the Ξl is the partition function in given energy level. Then the distribution function in given 
energy level, or subsystem with energy level εl can be given by 
1
11 [1 (1 )( ) ] ll l l
l
al
νρ ν α β ε −′ ′= − − +Ξ .                   (137) 
Then the averaged particle number in P-set of formalism is 
1
1 1
(2)
1
1 [1 (1 )( ) ] [1 (1 )( ) ]
l
l l
l l
l m
q
l l Ns
Ns
l l l l l m mN
a am ll
a a
a a
ν
aν νν
ρ
ν α β ε ν α β ε− −− +
≠
=
′ ′ ′ ′= − − + − − +Ξ
∑
∑ ∑∏      
11 [1 (1 )( ) ]
l
l
l
l l
l l l l l
a al
a a
ν
ν l
la
ν
ν ν α β ε ρ−′ ′= − − + =Ξ ∑ ∑ .                    (138) 
It is easy to find that 
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 1
1 1
1
1 [1 (1 )( ) ] [1 (1 )( ) ]
l
l l
l l
l m
q
q Ns
Ns
l l l l m mN
a am ll
c
a a
ν
ν ν
ν
ρ
ν α β ε ν α β ε− −− +
≠
≡
′ ′ ′ ′= − − + − − +Ξ
∑
∑ ∑∏       
11 [1 (1 )( ) ]
l
l l
ll
l
l l l l
al
a
ν
ν ν cνν ν α β ε ρ−′ ′= − − + =Ξ ∑ ≡∑ ,                      (140) 
which shows equivalence between the Tsallis factor of the system and the Tsallis factor of the 
subsystem. Likewise, for the averaged particle number in L-set of formalism, there is 
1
1
(3)
[1 (1 )( ) ]
[1 (1 )( ) ]
l
l
l
l
l
l
q
l l l ll Ns
aNs
l q
Ns
l l lNs
a
a aa
a
a
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν α β ερ
ρ ν α β ε
−
−
′ ′− − +
= =
′ ′− − +
∑∑
∑ ∑
 
(2)l
l
l
l l l
l
a a
c
ν
ν
ν
ρ
ρ= =
∑
∑ .                                     (141) 
    Now we employ the second parameter transformation, namely, 
(1 ) 1l laν ν− = − .                           (142) 
This transformation (142) further merges the nonextensive parameter νl and the particle number in 
given energy level. And one assumption has been adopted that the value of ν is irrelevant of the 
energy level. Combing this transformation (142) with Eq.(135), we arrive at 
(1 ) 1q N ν− = − ,                            (143) 
which is identical to Eq.(107) in the canonical ensemble, and N here is explained as the (average) 
particle number of the quantum system. Just as mentioned in last section, the value of (1-ν) for 
most of the nonextensive systems is small. 
We have confirmed that the quantum effect can suppress the nonextensive effect to some 
extent, which further reduces the value of (1-ν). The fundamental reason might be that, due to the 
uncertainty principle the position and size of the quantum cannot be measured. This is equal to say, 
the quantum statistics is approximately irrelevant to the physical processes or phenomena where 
the position and size of particles are important. On the contrary, the nonexetnsive effect is relevant 
to the position of particles, such as the systems including long-range interactions and correlations 
[5,40, 41], or the sizes of particles, such as the sizes of molecules or the Van der Waals radii [46]. 
About the second case, let us make more interpretation. In Ref [46], the author obtained one 
simple expression (see Eq. (35) in Ref [46]) in the nonextensive gas system, which relates to the 
nonextensive parameter (1-ν) to a combined quantity λ, which is proportional to the third power of 
molecular size or the Van der Waals radius. It can be found that when the molecular size tends to 
zero, the parameter (1-ν) also tends to zero.  
Therefore, now that the size of quantum particle can be regarded as to be arbitrarily small, we 
can conclude that the value of ν in nonextensive quantum statistics is very close to the unity, 
namely, ν→1.  
   According to this, in the nonextensive quantum statistics we can adopt 
1l
l l
c νν ρ≡ ≈∑ .                          (144) 
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 On basis of Eq. (144), the averaged particle number in nonextensive quantum statistics is derived 
by 
1
1
1
1
(3)
[1 (1 )( )]
[1 (1 )( )]
al
l
al
l
l l
a
l l
l
a
a
a a
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν α βε
ν α βε
− +
−
− +
−
− − +
= =
− − +
∑
∑  
1
1
1
1
[1 (1 )( )]
[1 (1 )( )]
al
l
al
l
l l
a
l
a
a ν
ν
ν α βε
ν α βε
−
−
−
−
− − +
=
− − +
∑
∑ ,                  (145) 
where the parameter transformation (142) is considered and the difference between the 
L-temperature and the P-temperature is ignored. For convenience, we define the quantity that 
1
1[1 (1 )( )]lt νν α βε −≡ − − + ,                       (146) 
which always satisfies 0< t <1, no matter what the value of (1-ν) is. Then for the nonextensive 
Fermions, based on Eq.(145) we have 
1
1
1
1 1
1 [1 ( 1)( )] 1
lF
l
a
t νν α βε −−= =+ + − + + ,              (147) 
and for the nonextensive Bosons, we get 
         
1
0 0
1
1
0
1(1 )
1 1
1
l l
l l
l
l
a a
l
a a
lB
a
a
a t t
t ta t t
t t tt t
t
∞ ∞−
= =
∞ −−
=
∂
∂ ∂ ⎛ ⎞= = = − =⎜ ⎟ t∂ − −⎝ ⎠
−
∑ ∑
∑
 
1
1
1
[1 ( 1)( )] 1l νν α βε −
= + − + −
.                          (148) 
It is obvious that the above two expressions (147) and (148) for nonextensive quantum statistics 
are equivalent to those calculated in the dilute gas approximation [47,48]. However, the parameter 
transformation adopted here is obviously more accurate and the divergence problem [47] at low 
temperature regions is also avoided.  
7 Conclusions and discussions 
In this work, on basis of the equal probability principle, we study the statistical ensembles in the 
framework of NSM, where the complex systems containing long-range interactions and 
long-range correlations are investigated. In the canonical ensemble, Tsallis entropy can be 
regarded as a function of energy fluctuation, and the expansion of Tsallis entropy easily produces 
the generalized Gibbs distribution function with power-law q-form in Eq.(11). And in the grand 
canonical ensemble, by also making the Taylor expansion of the reservoir entropy as a function of 
energy and particle number fluctuations, we can get the generalized grand distribution function 
also with power-law q-form in Eq.(38). It is interesting that the Taylor expansion employed in this 
paper is independent of the large reservoir assumption. 
Two power-law q-distribution functions (11) and (38) are identical to those calculated by the 
maximization entropy procedure. However, due to the self-referential property, they are difficult to 
be applied to realistic complex systems. So they are modified as the forms only containing the 
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 system energy and particle number, see Eqs. (25) and (57), where two relations are suggested 
which can directly deduce the expressions of Lagrange free energy in both canonical and grand 
canonical ensembles.  
On basis of Eq.(38), in representation of Eq.(42) we obtain the fundamental thermodynamic 
equation (53). By assuming that the volume is nonadditive, the balance conditions (11) for 
q-equilibrium state are obtained in light of Eq. (53). However, it is strange that in the balance 
conditions, there exists the Tsallis factor which is related to the global property of the system. The 
key point is that, the temperature defined in theory is not identical to that in realistic systems, now 
that most of the complex systems are at nonequilibrium states. This strongly suggests that we 
should give dual interpretations to the thermodynamic quantities such as the temperature, pressure 
and internal energy, and thermodynamic relations. In order to carry out this, we propose a new 
definition of average in Eq.(73). And then the other thermodynamic equation (86) is derived, on 
basis of which new balance conditions (91) are presented, where new quantities such the physical 
pressure and the physical temperature are defined.  
Then we establish the nonextensive thermodynamic formalism in the statistical ensemble, 
which consists of two parallel Legendre transformation structures. Among them one is the 
Lagrange set and the other is the physical set. The quantities in the Lagrange set are measurable in 
experiments, and the quantities in the physical set are unmeasurable experimentally. They are 
linked through the Tsallis factor.  
We have developed a parameter transformation technique to construct the link between the 
statistical ensemble and the basic physical kinetics in NSM. By use of this transformation, the 
single-particle q-distribution function can be deduced exactly from the generalized power-law 
Gibbs q-distribution. In light of this single particle q-distribution, we have proved that the system 
entropy is product of the particle number and the single particle entropy in Eq.(120). This shows 
that the q-distribution deduced here is just the kinetic q-distribution function derived from the q-H 
theorem on basis of the generalized Boltzmann equation [39-41]. 
At the critical state of liquid-gas phase, the first and second order partial derivatives of the 
pressure for the volume are both zeros, from which we find that N(1-q) =1 in Eq.(131). This 
means that the value of (1-q) is inversely proportional to the particle number of system. The same 
conclusions are obtained in gaseous self-gravitating systems [42] and the normal ensemble [43]. 
On the other hand, for most complex systems in normal situations, the value of N(1-q) tends to 
zero [44]. Therefore, the real value of (1-q) in normal states of complex systems is very tiny, 
guaranteeing the validity of these approximations Eqs.(22) and (55).  
For nonextensive quantum statistics, the Green function method can be used to give exact 
results, but the quantum statistical expressions derived from this method are complicated so that it 
seems difficult to apply in realistic complex systems. By use of the dilute gas approximation, the 
familiar expressions in the nonextensive quantum statistics can be obtained. However, this 
approach is only appropriate for the extreme situation of very high temperature. This parameter 
transformation approach can overcome the two defects. By use of it, we can bypass the obstacle of 
factorization in the power-law q-distribution functions and in quantum sum of the partition 
function in Eq.(133), and so we can obtain the familiar forms of the Fermi and Boson 
q-distributions in an exact fashion in the nonextensive quantum statistics. 
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Appendix 
Ordinarily, we have that 
0ln ( )
0( )
q r sE E
r s qE E e
⎡ ⎤Ω −⎣ ⎦Ω − = ,                      (A.1) 
where  
1 1
1      1[1 (1 ) ] , l n
1
q
x q
q q
xe q x x
q
−
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Then according to Eq.(8), we obtain that 
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(A.3) 
where 
 (3) 1[ ( )] qqr r qrc U −= Ω .                       (A.4) 
In view of Eq.(10), we derive that 
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q
r qrr s
s s
t t q
UE E q E U
E E c
βρ −q
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.       (A.5) 
By defining  
1
1(3) (3)0
(3)
( ) [1 (1 ) ( )]
( )
qt
q
sr qr q
EZ q
U c s q
E Uβ −Ω= = − − −Ω ∑ ,             (A.6) 
we obtain 
1
1
(3)
(3)
1 1 (1 ) ( )
q
s s
q q
q E U
Z c
βρ q
−⎡ ⎤= − − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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This is Eq. (11).  
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